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Spanish private university looks for SME to join a project that aims at developing an application-agnostic 
platform targeting smart cities for demo purposes to apply for the next HE-MSCA-DN-ID call. The partner 
should contribute to the design of the system specifications and to train the Early Stage Researchers 
contracted to carry out the research and system development. SME should have a strong R&D profile in the 
field of IoT, machine learning or cloud technologies applied to smart cities. 
 
 
GEISER project (Green Edge IoT Systems Education and Research) is an initiative that aims at developing 
an application-agnostic platform targeting smart cities for demo purposes. The platform relies on cutting-
edge hardware and software IoT technologies and smart sensing materials to implement ad-hoc embedded 
batteryless printed sensors and electronics to reduce the environmental impact and the deployment costs. 
The project wants to achieve the following overall objectives: 1. Deployment of a smart and eco-friendly 
sensor grid with low environmental impact and integration with several Cloud and IoT technologies. 2. 
Implementation of effective prediction and monitoring techniques relying on embedded and edge AI. 3. 
Implementation of friendly user interfaces. 4. Implementation of a proof-of-concept prototype targeting 
emergency management in urban environments. The following S&T barriers must be tackled: 1. The amount 
of data and the number of variables to consider performing the prediction is too high, thus increasing the 
system complexity and deployment costs. 2. Technology integration can be difficult. 3. Data privacy and 
security may be a concern. 4. Integration with legacy infrastructure can be challenging. The project will 
generate new knowledge in the following areas: distributed machine learning algorithms for embedded and 
edge AI, new fabrication techniques for printable embedded electronics, new and efficient energy 
scavenging techniques for batteryless operation, machine-to-machine communication protocols, machine-
human interfaces, machine learning and data analysis. This project proposal will be submitted to the HE-
MSCA-DN-ID programme. It is a trans-national training and networking programme with at least three main 
partners (at least one industrial), and a number of associated partners. Associated partners will receive no 
funding. The funding scheme covers the costs for contracting up to 5 predoctoral researchers and the 
overhead costs for the main partners. The hired researchers should carry out their research and 
development work under the supervision of the consortium partners. The consortium is formed by four 
academic partners (from Belgium, Ireland, and Spain) and a research institute (from Spain). All the partner 
institutions have already collaborated in the past in several projects and have expertise in IoT technologies, 
real-time embedded systems design, embedded electronics, embedded AI, digital fabrication, energy 
scavenging, smart materials (nanomaterials, bidimensional materials, piezo and triboelectric materials, etc.) 
and cloud technologies. Two industrial main partners are necessary to complete the consortium. The main 
duties of the industrial partners are: (i) contribute to the training of the ESRs (Early Stage Researchers) 
contracted within the project framework, (ii) act as the hosting secondment for the ESR during the 50% of the 
project duration, and (iii) participate with the other consortium members in the definition of the system 
specifications. The ideal partner should be a SME with expertise in IoT and cloud technologies and, possibly, 
working in the smart cities market. The call deadline is November 16th, 2021. The deadline for the 
expression of interest is October 10th 2021 and the project duration is 48 months (36 months funded by the 
EU). 
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